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Question: 990
Judging by a clientÆs trading pattern, you have a very strongsuspicion that he is trading on inside information.
You should
A. C. contact FINRand send it supporting documentation
B. contact the SEC and send it supporting documentation
C. contact FINRA and send it supporting documentation
D. all of the above
Answer: A
Explanation:
If you suspect that one of your clients is using inside information, you must immediately inform a principal. Any
further action will be decided by your firm. The Insider Trading and Securities Fraud Enforcement Act of 1988
requires all broker-dealers to have written supervisory procedures that address insider information.

Question: 991
The CEO of OEC Corporation tells his lifelong friend that OECwill be announcing an acquisition of COE, Inc., the
following week.The friend acts on this knowledge and purchases shares of COE and
A. the CEO
B. the lifelong friend
C. both the CEO and the lifelong friend
D. neither the CEO nor the lifelong friend
Answer: C
Explanation:
Because the friend used the inside information (information not yet released to the public), both the CEO and the
friend violated insider trading rules.

Question: 992
All of the following are violations EXCEPT
A. matching orders
B. freeriding
C. commingling
D. hypothecating

Answer: D
Explanation:
Hypothecating isnÆt a violation. Hypothecation takes place when a brokerage firm lends money to a customer to
purchase securities in a margin account.

Question: 993
Which of the following regulatory organizations has the authorityto punish registered representatives for rule
violations?I. SECII. FINRAIII. NYSEIV. MSRB
A. I only
B. I and II
C. I, II, and III
D. I, II, III, and IV
Answer: C
Explanation:
The SEC has the authority to punish individuals inside or outside of the brokerage industry. The NYSE and FINRA
may penalize an individual within the industry. However, because the MSRB doesnÆt enforce MSRB rules, the
MSRB may not punish any individual for rules violations.

Question: 994
Which of the following is TRUE about SIPC?
A. It is an agency of the U.S. government.
B. Investment advisers are required to be members of SIPC.
C. D. SIPfunding is made by member assessments
D. SIPC funding is made by member assessments
Answer: D
Explanation:
SIPC (Securities Investor Protection Corporation) is funded by annual fees paid by brokerage firms. SIPC isnÆt a
U.S. government agency. Banks and investment advisers arenÆt required to purchase SIPC insurance.

Question: 995
Mike Nugent and his wife, Mary, have individual accounts withABCDE broker-dealer. Along with their individual
accounts, they alsohave a joint account with rights of survivorship. MikeÆs individualaccount has $200,000 of
stock, $50,000 of bonds, and $200,000 ofcash. MaryÆs individual account has $100,000 of stock and $400,000of
cash. In the joint account, Mike and Mary have $100,000 of stock,$350,000 of bonds, and $200,000 of cash. If
ABCDE declaresbankruptcy, what would be the maximum SIPC coverage for all theaccounts?

A. $950,000
B. $1,300,000
C. $1,350,000
D. $1,850,000
Answer: B
Explanation:
SIPC (Securities Investor Protection Corporation) covers each separate customer account up to $500,000, of which
no more than $250,000 can be cash. So in this case, MikeÆs account would be covered for $450,000 ($200,000
stock + $50,000 bonds + $200,000 cash), MaryÆs account would be covered for $350,000 ($100,000 stock +
$250,000 cash), and the joint account would be covered for $500,000 ($100,000 stock + $350,000 bonds + $50,000
cash). Added together, thatÆs .

Question: 996
SIPC protects each separate customer up to
A. $500,000 in cash and securities with no more than $250,000 cash
B. $500,000 in cash and securities with no more than $100,000 cash
C. $400,000 in securities and $100,000 cash
D. $500,000 in securities and an additional $250,000 cash
Answer: A
Explanation:
SIPC (Securities Investor Protection Corporation) covers investors in the event of broker-dealer bankruptcy. SIPC
covers each investor up to $500,000, of which no more than $250,000 can be cash.

Question: 997
SIPC provides coverage for which of the following securities heldin a customerÆs account?
A. common stock
B. municipal bonds
C. REITs
D. all of the above
Answer: D
Explanation:
SIPC (Securities Investor Protection Corporation) provides coverage for all types of securities held in customer
accounts. SIPC provides protection for customers in the event of broker-dealer bankruptcy. SIPC coverage covers
each separate account up to $500,000, of which no more than $250,000 can be cash.

Question: 998
You have a new client who is going to open an individual cashtime, he also wants to open a joint account with his
wife, a jointaccount with his son, and a corporate account. How many separateaccounts is the investor covered for
under SIPC?
A. one
B. two
C. four
D. five
E. account and an individual margin account in his namAt the same
Answer: C
Explanation:
The customer has a cash account and a margin account in his name, which counts as one separate customer
according to SIPC. The joint account with his wife, the joint account with his son, and the corporate account are
three other separate accounts.

Question: 999
If an investor is not fully covered under SIPC, she becomes a(n)__________ of the bankrupt broker-dealer.1000.
FDIC protects each bank account up to
A. $100,000
B. $250,000
C. $500,000
D. $1,000,000
Answer: B
Explanation:
SIPC (Securities Investor Protection Corporation) protects each separate account only up to $500,000, of which no
more than $250,000 can be cash. If the investor had more held in the account than would be covered by SIPC, she
would become a general creditor of the firm for the remainder.

Question: 1000
FDIC protects each bank account up to
A. $100,000
B. $250,000
C. $500,000
D. $1,000,000

Answer: B
Explanation:
FDIC (Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation) covers each depositor up to $250,000 in the event of bank failure.

Question: 1001
Which of the following protects a broker-dealer against fraud orembezzlement by employees?
A. SIPC
B. fidelity bond
C. FDIC
D. power of substitution
Answer: B
Explanation:
A fidelity bond protects a firm against fraud or embezzlement by employees of the brokerage firm. SIPC protects
customers against broker-dealer bankruptcy.
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